WELCOME
to
CHELSEA STUDIOS

HOUSE MANUAL

Chelsea Studios can be found at 414 Fulham Road, London SW6 1EB. Enter through the left hand doors
(labelled 414-416) positioned next to the Bovril Gate of the Chelsea Football stadium. (You can enter from the
right hand door (labelled 412-414) too, but for ease of directions, enter through the left hand door!).
You can access the studios between 9am and 5pm by pressing the T button on the intercom next to the door and
pictured below. Once you have collected the keys from the keysafe inside you can then come and go as you wish.
If you need to arrive after 5pm on your first day please contact me to arrange access.
Once inside, go straight ahead and up the stairs, the keysafe is then on your right. Enter the code 3104BA.
Inside the door the hallway door will come on automatically and the appartment door is the one on the right.

OUT OF HOURS KEYSAFE

As the T button only works between 9am and 5pm. If you wish to arrive to collect the keys on the first day after
5pm, use the out of hours keysafe. This is positioned on the bicycle racks acrross the road. Cross the road and
turn left towards the butchers road pub, the bicycle racks are just by the phone box. The code is 3104. Simply
enter the code and pull the black lever down. If you do use the out of hours keysafe please do ensure to return
the keys to the safe before you leave.

3104

LIGHTING CONTROLS

THE LIGHTS IN THE HALL ARE AUTOMATIC SO PLEASE DON’T USE THE SWITCHES
Inside the flat - the lights are controlled by these wooden switches.
In the lounge turn once for Chandelier only
Turn twice for Chandelier and lamps
Turn three times for lamps only
The fourth turn (when the red dots meet) is everything off.
Please don’t turn the lamps in the lounge off on the lamps or they won’t work from the wall switch!

In the bedroom, turn once for the bathroom lights only
Turn twice for bedroom chandelier and bathroom lights
Turn three times for bedroom chandelier only
The fourth turn (where the red dots meet) is everything off.
The lamps in the bedroom turn off underneath the bulbs - not with the wall switch .

TV / INTERNET

There is a TV with remote on the shelf on the right of the fire, note the box to the left is the aerial, not the wi-fi!
The wi-fi box should you need to access it is behind the TV.
The Internet provider is SKY - their customer service number is 0330 041 2639
WI-FI NETWORK
SKY FD8C5
PASSWORD
TSYYLBXQVF

There is a projector if you wish to use it - note the remote controls the screen but there is no remote for the
projector itself. You just turn it on, stick your iphone in to the HDMI lead (behind the suitcase by sofa) and aim
it at the screen. It works best propped on a book on the coffee table.

THE SHOWER AND BATH
The shower is set in to the ceiling above the bath.
The curtain must be pulled fully across and inside the bath
Please always use a bathmat
The bath takes a while to fill , but its well worth it!
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The mixer tap has 3 taps, Temperature in the middle, water for
the bath on the left and water for the shower on the right.
The jacuzzi is controlled by the white button circled above

THE KITCHEN

The oven / microwave / portable hob / plates / glasses / cutlery / cups are all housed in the cupboard with the
painting of books on it. Simply grip the right hand side of the frame and open.
Please ensure the door is fully open, and remains open when using the oven.
Instructions for the microwave and oven can be found on the shelf under the sink if needed.
The hob is under the oven - please only place hot saucepans on the glass board provided.

The fridge is under the sink /
island unit.

Push the kitchen tap and turn left or right.
When the bin is full - Bins / Recycling bins can be found to the left of the front door.

The gas fire does work, but please only use if you know how to use one - you turn on the gas with the lever as
shown in photo and light with the ignitor.
Always ensure gas is turned off and do not leave fire on over night or when out of the flat.

